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ABSTRACT

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has initiated a major program to

assess the impact of tropospheric aircraft on the atmosphere. The Subsonic Assessment program
plans to conduct future field programs that will address specific scientific issues related to
aircraft impact, e.g., studies of plume chemistry, contrail effects on cirrus formation, and global
radiation budget, and tropospheric/stratospheric exchange processes. The first step in the

planning process was the convening of a workshop to identify those atmospheric processes that

would most likely be impacted by aircraft and that can be studied with in situ and remote sensing

measurements from aircraft.

This technical note condenses presentations and discussions of the three major facets of the

workshop: identification of the primary scientific issues, review of previous applicable airborne

campaigns, and preliminary measurement strategies to address the scientific issues. A number of

recommendations are made with respect to aircraft utilization in general and potential flight
profile scenarios in particular.
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1. WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

The NASA Advanced Subsonic Technology Program has initiated a new Subsonic Assessment
(SASS) effort to evaluate the atmospheric impact of subsonic aircraft. SASS is focused on
collecting scientific information to determine if aircraft emissions significantly alter the
chemical, microphysical, or radiative properties of the atmosphere. Modeling exercises,
laboratory studies, atmospheric observations, operational scenarios, exhaust characterization, and
near-field interactions will form the six components of this assessment. The initial phase of
SASS will encompass analysis of existing in situ and remote sensing data to look for signals of
aviation impact. Model sensitivity and laboratory studies will also be used to better define
atmospheric processes that may be impacted by the emissions of subsonic aircraft.

SASS recognizes the dearth of observational data that contain information adequate for
characterizing the atmospheric processes and that might be perturbed by aircraft emissions or
within which an emission signal could be recognized above the natural background variability.
SASS will commit more than half of its resources to modeling and experimental projects that
increase the quality and quantity of atmospheric observations directed to questions of subsonic
aircraft impact. Given this commitment, the next step will be to plan research missions that will
have the greatest chance of success in terms of answering the critical scientific questions. The
first step in this process was the organization of a workshop specifically dedicated to developing
a set of measurement strategies that would address these questions.

The workshop (agenda listing in Appendix A) consisted of three components: 1) identification
of critical scientific issues conducive to aircraft studies; 2) discussion of logistical considerations
when planning and executing an aircraft program; and 3) development of measurement strategies
with the highest probability of success for detecting a subsonic aircraft signal above the natural
background variability. This report summarizes the key points discussed in each of the three
workshop sessions.

2. SCIENTIFIC ISSUES

The two fundamental questions that SASS must address are:

* Do emissions from subsonic aircraft significantly perturb natural atmospheric
thermodynamic, transport, microphysical, radiative, and chemical processes and
properties?

* Do these perturbations significantly alter global climate?

These two questions were addressed in four separate sessions led by William Chameides
(Georgia Institute of Technology), Randy Kawa (NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center),
Richard Rood (NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center), and Tom Ackerman (Pennsylvania State
University) who introduced the topics of tropospheric chemistry, stratospheric chemistry,
stratospheric/tropospheric exchange, and microphysical and radiative processes of the
atmosphere, respectively. Each session leader summarized the range of possible impacts that
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might result from aircraft emissions, and then they ended their sessions with a list of the most
likely effects and the potential signatures from aircraft fleet operations that could be detected
with in situ measurements.

2.1 IMPACT ON TROPOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

As illustrated in Figure 1, the principal aircraft emission components that have the potential for
modifying natural atmospheric processes are nitric oxide (NO), hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide
(CO2), water (H 2 0), sulfur dioxide (SO 2), and soot. Perturbations of tropospheric chemistry lead
to changes in global climate if they are large enough to modify the Earth's radiative balance,
either directly by increasing "greenhouse" gases such as ozone and CO2, or indirectly by altering
cloud formation processes. In general, increases in NO, (= NO + NO2 ) lead to increases of ozone
in the troposphere. Increases or decreases in the lower stratosphere depend on the exact altitude
of NOx emission into the background environment. Generally, ozone increase is predicted within
a couple of kilometers above the tropopause, and decreases occur higher up. The cross-over
point depends upon the background field and details of the model chemistry.

The total estimated amount of NOX emitted yearly by subsonic aircraft is less than one percent of
the total atmospheric NOx emissions. Taken as a global average, and with the uncertainty that
exists with respect to the variability in other NOx sources such as anthropogenic and lightning-
induced NOX, the impact of aircraft-produced NOx would appear minimal. However, the
following extenuating factors magnify the effect of aircraft NOn:

* The majority of NO, from aircraft is emitted in the upper troposphere (UT) where the
production of 03 from NO2 is more effective.

* Ozone as a greenhouse gas is most effective in the UT.

* In the UT, the reactive nitrogen reservoir, NOx, has a much longer lifetime than NOy at
the surface (10 to 15 times longer).

Models suggest that 30 to 40 percent of the NO. in the UT is a product of aircraft emission;
hence, the total amount emitted is not necessarily as important as where and when it is emitted.
The following issues remain to be assessed:

* The relative roles of various sources of NOx in the UT-At this time there are major
discrepancies in measured background values of NO, that must be resolved before aircraft
emitted NO can be assessed.

* The relative contributions of photochemistry and vertical transport to ozone
concentrations in the UT.

* Effects of non-linear chemistry brought about by a highly concentrated point source.

* Effects of heterogeneous chemistry.
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Figure 1 This cartoon illustrates the potential interactions between aircraft emitted gases and
particles with the natural environment.

On the other side of the global climate equation, offsetting the warming effects of greenhouse
gases, are aerosols that act indirectly or directly to increase the Earth's albedo. There are a
number of sources of sulfate (SO4) aerosols in the atmosphere, both natural and anthropogenic.
The majority of these aerosols are formed through gas-to-particle conversion as SO nucleates to
produce various sulfate aerosols. A certain fraction of aerosols are mechanically produced, such
as dust and sea salt aerosols, but these are a relatively small fraction of the atmosphere's total
aerosol loading.

Aircraft emissions possibly play a role in increasing the aerosol load as the sulfur in the fuel is
oxidized to form sulfur dioxide or trioxide that nucleates and condenses in a highly
supersaturated environment of the aircraft exhaust. Estimates of the total SO2 emissions suggest
that only 0.05 Tg yr' 1of sulfur out of a total of 100 Tg in the atmosphere is produced by subsonic
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aircraft. This amount of sulfur converted to aerosols is unlikely to perturb the radiative balance
of the atmosphere through direct forcing. However, the direct effect through cloud modification,
is less easy to discount.

Clouds have a major role in modifying the Earth's radiative balance (discussed further in Section
2.4). Whereas the albedo of the surface of the Earth varies widely depending upon the amount of
vegetation on the land areas and amount of ice or organisms on the sea, clouds are generally very
high albedo surfaces, even when optically thin. Clouds usually form through heterogeneous
nucleation on the surfaces of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Sulfate aerosols are the primary
source of these nuclei, and any process that increases the number of these nuclei has the potential
for increasing the occurrence or optical thickness of clouds. Marine stratus and cirrus are the
most frequent and widespread types of clouds that modify the Earth's radiative balance. Aircraft-
produced aerosols may affect marine stratus, but they have the highest potential for changing the
frequency of cirrus since the altitudes of commercial subsonic aircraft coincides with typical
levels where cirrus form. In the context of SASS, the three questions that need to be addressed
are:

* In general, what are the roles of upper tropospheric sulfur oxide (SO, ) in new particle
formation and growth?

* What is the magnitude of aircraft SO. emissions in the budget of sulfur in the UT?

* What is the role of aircraft effluents as nuclei for new particle formation and subsequent
evolution into cloud particles?

The final question concerns an additional interesting facet concerning the transformation of
normally hydrophobic carbon soot particles into hygroscopic CCN. Aircraft emit large quantities
of carbon soot particles that normally are considered poor CCN. There is observational
evidence, however, that sulfate layers may form on these particles during the combustion and
rapid expansion in the exhaust of the aircraft. This process has the potential for creating
significant quantities of new CCN whose radiative properties are much different than normal
sulfate aerosols. Hence, a better understanding of the combustion process and subsequent
nucleating properties of exhaust particulates is critical.

To summarize, there is sufficient observational and theoretical evidence to suggest that subsonic
aircraft emissions may be responsible for affecting atmospheric processes that control the global
climate, but the present set of data is insufficient to determine the magnitude of the effect.

2.2 IMPACT ON STRATOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

Aircraft emissions in the lower stratosphere (LS) potentially impact global climate by similar
mechanisms as occur in the UT. In the previous section, only aircraft emissions of NO and SO 2
were considered in the UT, since the relatively large natural fluctuation of other trace gases such
as carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons, CO2, and water vapor in the free troposphere is likely
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to be larger than any perturbations introduced by aircraft emissions. However, these latter trace
gases may possibly have a larger impact in the LS where their natural levels are significantly
smaller than in the UT. In the stratospheric impact session the effect of perturbations with
respect to the background environment was estimated by considering a layer of the atmosphere
from 250 mb to 150 mb in the mid to high latitudes (where the majority of commercial air traffic
occurs). Horizontal divergence is neglected, and the flux of air vertically into this volume is
balanced by a vertical flux out. The perturbation in a particular species, X', due to aircraft,
assuming steady state conditions, and neglecting any production or loss due to chemical
reactions, is estimated by

X'= aPx/F

where a is the fraction of total aircraft emissions that is actually emitted in the stratosphere, Px is
the aircraft production rate of the species X, and F is the estimated flux of air out of the volume
per year. The value of F has been estimated from residual circulation models to be on the order
of 3.0 X 1042 to 5 X 1042 molecules per year (Douglass et al, 1992) and a is of the order of 0.2.
Note that an accurate determination of a is essential to evaluating the effects of aircraft on the
stratosphere. Table 1 lists estimates of the aircraft production rate (from the emission scenarios),
perturbation mixing ratios due to aircraft, and the ambient values of the emitted species in the
atmosphere.

The increase in the greenhouse gas CO2 is unlikely to be a significant factor since background
levels are three to four hundred times larger than those expected from aircraft, and the annual
CO2 increase from fossil fuels is about 1 ppmv per year. Aircraft-produced CO, whose oxidation
leads to a net increase of ozone in the stratosphere, is also a small fraction of ambient CO. The
same is probably true for hydrocarbons such as methane, although an assessment of non-methane
hydrocarbons could find that aircraft provide a source whose magnitude is detectable above
background levels.

Sulfur dioxide emissions may be a more significant contributor to increases in the LS since
estimates put these sources at approximately 20 percent of total values. Increases in sulfur
emissions lead to larger numbers of sulfate aerosols. Balloon measurements by Hofmann (1990)
would suggest that the steady increase in the stratospheric sulfate loading can be directly related
to subsonic aircraft emissions. The increased sulfate aerosols, along with increased water vapor,
could effect heterogeneous chemistry with increased surface areas and reaction rates, particularly
in regions susceptible to Nitric Acid Trihydrate (NAT) formation. Polar regions are certain
candidates for these type of effects during the formation of polar stratospheric clouds, and there
is now some evidence that similar clouds can form in the tropics as well. Non-linear effects such
as those discussed in the tropospheric impacts section can be similarly important in the
stratosphere, particularly since the time scales for removal are so much longer than for the
troposphere.

Water vapor is an important component of aircraft exhaust and is significant compared with the
background levels. As a major source for odd hydrogen radicals in the stratosphere and in its
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role in heterogeneous chemistry on aerosols and polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), water vapor is
a critical component in the stratosphere, and any perturbations due to aircraft emissions should
be viewed carefully. Because water vapor has a very sharp gradient and is highly variable near
the tropopause, perturbations due to aircraft will be very difficult to distinguish from natural
variations.

TABLE I

Odd nitrogen species, as can be seen from Table I, may also be significantly perturbed above
background levels. This level of perturbation may be significant because NOy species in the LS
are involved in NAT particle formation, catalytic production of ozone, and partitioning of the
HOx and Cly reservoirs. The expected perturbations are also within the accuracies with which
current sensors could possibly measure such perturbations.

In summary, the possible chemical effects of aircraft emissions in the LS include shifting the
balance between ozone production and loss, changing the partitioning of NOy and HOE,
increasing NOy and possibly water vapor mixing ratios, and most likely increasing the
concentration of sulfate aerosols.

2.3 STRATOSPHERIC/rROPOSPHERIC EXCHANGE OF AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS

One of the necessary goals of the SASS program must be a better estimate of the stratosphere
troposphere exchange (STE) circulation. This problem should have two focal points: the
global/regional mass flux and the processes through which STE takes place. The former will
control the lifetime of dispersed pollutants, while the latter is responsible for the variability in
trace gases in the tropopause region. As discussed previously the impact of aircraft effluents can
be a highly non-linear process that depends upon how quickly the gases and aerosols in the
aircraft wake disperse into the environment. Eddy dissipation rates are typically larger in the
troposphere than in the stratosphere and will disperse plumes more rapidly unless the effluents
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Species P (molecules yr'1) (Aircraft) x (Ambient)

CO, 5.8 X 1036 0.2-0.4 ppmv 350 ppmv

CO 2.4 X 1034 1.0-1.6 ppbv 50-100 ppbv

Hydrocarbons 1.3 X 1034 (CH) 0.5-0.9 ppbv 1700 ppbv

SO2 1.4 X 1033 .06-0.1 ppbv 0.5 ppbv OCS
20-34 ng m 3 30 ng m' 3 S(aerosol)

Water Vapor 5.5 X 1036 0.2-0.4 ppmv > 4 ppmv

NOy 1.9 X1034 0.7-1.3 ppbv1 ppbv



are transported into the stratosphere where they will have longer residence times. The residence
time is determined by the STE rate which governs the effluent variability and will, in turn,
determine the rate of pollutant accumulation or dispersal in the subsonic flight corridors. The
tropopause, which by definition is just the boundary between the troposphere and stratosphere, is
defined by the discontinuity in the thermal lapse rate and is not a material contour. Material that
passes through the tropopause, however, must undergo a large change in its vertical lapse rate.
Hence, the tropopause is a semi-permeable barrier to transport.

Air enters the stratosphere through convective dynamics such as the formation of deep cumulus
cloud formation in the tropics-with the strongest upwelling taking place over the Indonesian
region during northern hemisphere winter. This upwelling has been linked to the greater level of
eddy activity in the northern hemisphere winter. Once air enters the stratosphere, it is believed to
move to higher latitudes and re-enters the troposphere through tropopause "folds." Tropopause
folds are generated by the ageostrophic circulation associated with cyclogenesis. Descending
motion in the entrance region of the jet pushes stratospheric air deep into the troposphere on the
cyclonic side of the upper level front. This tongue of stratospheric air wraps around the cyclonic
flank of the jet, "folding" under the jet when viewed as a cross-section. Air passing through this
fold may be partially mixed with the surrounding tropospheric air. During the decay phase of the
cyclone, the tongue of stratospheric air retracts into the lower stratosphere. While the genesis,
structure and mature phases of folds are relatively well known (i.e., lots of stratospheric material
can be transported to relatively low altitudes), the net transport of material across the tropopause
is relatively poorly defined. Estimates of mass exchange between the stratosphere and the
troposphere made by counting folds has a high degree of uncertainty.

The most dramatic folds appear to occur in the spring in the Northern Hemisphere along the
storm tracks, and in association with explosive cyclogenesis. There are, however, evidence for
stratospheric intrusions in tropical regions and at polar latitudes during summer. Since folds
occur in the mid-latitudes, they will probably be the most important STE processes in the major
subsonic aircraft exhaust emission regions.

2.4 IMPACT ON CLOUDS AND RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

The radiative balance of the Earth is strongly dependent on the following properties of clouds:

* Horizontal extent-percent coverage of the Earth as function of latitude and time of year

* Vertical location-low-level stratus or higher level cirrus

* Optical properties-optical depth, single scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor

These three factors, that govern the respective cooling or warming in the UT/LS, must be
considered in the context of how aircraft emissions might alter them. The direct effect of aircraft
would be to generate contrails in large enough abundance to change the Earth's albedo and to
modify naturally-occurring cirrus by extending horizontal coverage, lifetime, and optical
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properties. Indirect effects arise from increases in CCN and ice nuclei (IN), which lead to
increased concentrations of cloud droplets and ice crystals, and increases in UT water vapor
which make available more moisture for water droplet or ice crystal growth.

Theoretical studies of the interaction between clouds and the Earth's radiative balance indicate
that the relative degree of the atmospheric cooling caused by solar short wave reflectance or the
warming resulting from terrestrial long wave absorption is very sensitive to the optical thickness
of the clouds. For the case of upper level cirrus, the radiative properties are also highly sensitive
to the ice crystal morphology (habit) that determines their single-scattering albedo and
asymmetry factors. There is a relatively small body of contrail observations from which
assessments can be made of their potential impact on cirrus formation and even less information
on aircraft emissions that might alter the concentration of CCN. Hence, the primary questions to
be answered are:

* What are the frequency of occurrence and persistence of contrails?

* What is the radiative impact of individual contrails?

* How do contrails alter the microphysical and optical properties of naturally occurring
cirrus and what is the subsequent impact on their radiative properties?

* Are contrails an effective sink of water vapor and, if so, how does this affect cirrus
formation and growth?

* How is the UT water vapor changed by aircraft emissions and what effect does it have on
subsequent cloud formation ?

* What are the background concentrations of CCN/IN and SO/S04 in the UT?

* What is the sensitivity for changes in cirrus properties with changes in CCN/IN and
so0SO4 ?

* What role does soot have in altering cloud particle optical properties?

Some of the factors which prevent us from answering these questions are:

* We don't know how to recognize a contrail signal in a background of naturally varying
meteorological conditions.

* We can't use models to adequately evaluate contrail modifications of cirrus because we
don't yet understand formation mechanisms, crystal growth processes, or radiative
properties of irregular particles.
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* The broad range of temporal and spatial scales will cause difficulties in obtaining
representative measurements.

There are, however, definite roles for aircraft in situ measurements in addressing some of the
questions listed above. Specifically:

* They can measure the microphysical and radiative properties of individual contrails,
which can then be related to properties inferred by remote sensing.

* They can measure these same particle properties in cirrus in unperturbed and perturbed
situations.

* They can provide measurements of background CCN and total aerosol loading to contrast
with aircraft-emitted aerosols and CCN.

In summary, since cirrus clouds significantly alter the radiative balance of the Earth, any changes
in their frequency of occurrence, horizontal extent, lifetime, or optical properties can bring about
subsequent climate changes. Aircraft emissions of particulates that are potential CCN or IN and
the formation of contrails have the potential for bringing about changes in cirrus, but a great deal
more information is needed about the optical and microphysical properties of both naturally
occurring cirrus as well as aircraft emissions and contrails.

3. MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES

The intent of the individual sessions on measurement strategies was to identify flight scenarios
that would place aircraft in critical regions at the appropriate time and with the necessary
instrumentation to acquire data that will address some of the primary questions listed above. The
nature of the problems in the three areas of study are somewhat different, however, and were
approached quite differently by each of the working groups.

3.1 ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY MISSIONS

The fundamental problem in assessing the effect of aircraft emissions on ozone, sulfur species,
and soot in the UT/LS is to evaluate the contribution of various sources of ozone precursors,
SOX, and soot relative to aircraft emissions in this region. The largest tropospheric sources of
these trace gas species are anthropogenic and natural emissions in the boundary layer. In the
case of NO lightning is an important UT source. Consequently, it is imperative to understand the
role of vertical transport processes, particularly convection. Likewise, downward transport from
the stratosphere provides another important source for NOy and ozone in the UT/LS. Thus, in
addition to seeking aircraft emission signatures, SASS must first assess the relative contribution
to the UT/LS of NO, SO , CO, and hydrocarbons from sources other than aircraft. There are
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limited flight hours available for climatological assessments of this type, so studies to conduct
this type of assessment will require prioritization of two types:

1) By using models and previous studies, determine which of the aircraft-emitted
species are likely to have the largest effect on climate modification. This takes the form
of a sensitivity study to determine what aircraft exhaust components can be most easily
detected in both the near and far field environment. Focus measurement strategies on
instrumentation that will provide redundant information on the highest priority species
and then select flight profiles in regions where exhaust signatures can be most easily
assessed.

2) By using models and previous studies, determine the range of conditions that
determine the range of variability in the selected trace gases. Select flight profiles that
place the aircraft in those regions during periods when the variability is most likely to fall
within this range and accumulate statistics that sufficiently characterize this variability.

There are basically two types of chemically-oriented aircraft missions needed for subsonic
assessment: climatology and process or budget studies to determine the relative magnitude of
the aircraft source.

Mission 1: Nitrogen (NOJ) Budget Evaluation from Aircraft

Science Objectives:
In the upper troposphere, how much odd nitrogen (NO.) is from lightning, aircraft
emissions, stratospheric injection, and convective transport of boundary layer pollution?
What is the seasonal and latitudinal variation in this budget?
What is the partitioning of odd nitrogen among longer-lived species?
Over major northern hemisphere aircraft corridors, how do aircraft emissions of NO. (and
their impact on ozone) compare with outflow from major continents?

Approach:
- Conduct missions in regions with deep convection, surface and aircraft sources, and

lightning to characterize processes and budget. Start with northern hemisphere
(US-based) mission in region with frequent deep convection and with access to aircraft
corridor.
Follow-on mission in tropics (in region free of biomass burning) to characterize lightning
source in low-pollution, aircraft conditions.

Payload Requirements:
Sample range-1000-300 mb (100 mb in tropics). Need 2-3 planes to cover convective
clouds in inflow and outflow regions.
Constituents-0 3, NO, NO, NOy, PAN, HNO3, CO, CH4, hydrocarbons, H20 2, OH
Meteorological data-Lightning network, T, winds, radar, uv flux; convective system
needs ground-based support.
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Note that global assessment of the lightning contribution will require extrapolation from process
studies to global scale using satellite detection of lightning. Improved knowledge of different
lightning types and NO production efficiency in lightning must develop simultaneously.

Mission 2: Climatology of NO, SO, Aerosols, ozone in UT/LS

Science Objectives:
- What is the variability of NO + NO2 (NO,) and of major reservoir species (HN03, organic

nitrates, PAN) in the UT/LS?
Do soot and SO 2 from subsonics modify background concentrations in the UT/LS
significantly?

- CO and hydrocarbons from subsonics modify background concentrations in the UT/LS
significantly?

The Science Objective and approach outlined here are nearly identical to the Stratospheric/
Tropospheric Exchange missions on Tracer Variability. They can be accomplished in
coordination with post-SPADE AESA tracer missions which were defined during and after the
Workshop. For more definitive species assignment, UARP (with DC-8 and/or ER-2 missions)
and GTE (with DC-8 missions) that include radicals as well as tracers will expand climatology
and provide some of the answers to these questions.

A SASS- and GTE-sponsored Workshop on the state of NOy instrumentation held in December
1993 highlighted instrument problems in NOy, HN03, and NO2 measurement at levels typical in
the UT (Crosley, 1994). Tests are underway to isolate causes and to determine accuracy of
available techniques in terms of assessment requirements. This issue needs to be resolved before
a definitive assessment can be made.

3.2 STRATOSPHERICTROPOSPHERIC EXCHANGE MISSIONS

STE processes do not lend themselves easily to aircraft studies. The primary focus will be to
identify the primary sources, sinks, and fluxes of pollutants. Sinks in the UT/LS are moderately
small-scale features (i.e., folds in the tropopause or deep convection), which lend themselves to
aircraft investigations. The objectives of these missions will overlap to a certain degree with
those of the chemistry missions summarized above in Section 3.1. Three possible missions
should be considered:

Mission 1: Tracer Variability Assessment

Science Objectives:
What is the observed trace gas variability in the lower stratosphere/upper troposphere?
What is its seasonal and latitudinal dependence?
Can we identify the background structure of the stratosphere and troposphere, and can we
identify the products of STE in both the stratosphere and troposphere?
How does the trace gas variability orient itself to the observed meteorological structure?
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Can the transport models simulate these products of STE?

Approach:
Survey equator to pole during different seasons with a compliment of long lived trace gas
measurements which show characteristics of the stratosphere and troposphere sources,
urban sources, and aircraft sources.

Payload Requirements:
Sample range-500-50 mb
Constituents-03, H20, CO2, N20, F,, CN, C 2C14 , CH4, NOy, 6Be, aerosols
Meteorological data-T, winds, DT/dz

Mission 2: Fold Transport Experiment

Science Objectives:
- Look at trace gases transported during fold evolution.
- Are mesoscale model computations of transport consistent with observations?
- Estimate diabatic processes which are important in fixing transport?
- - Is clear air turbulence near the jet core create potential vorticity and allow tropospheric

material to be entrained in the stratosphere?

Approach:
Forecast or identify a fold event and make series of measurements upstream and
downstream during cyclogenesis and cyclolysis.

Payload Requirements:
Sample range-500-50 mb
Constituents-0 3, H 2 0, CO2, N20, F1 ,, CN, C2C14, CH4, NOy, Aerosols
Meteorological data-T, winds, DT/dz, IR Flux

Mission 3: Cloud Transport of Aerosols and Gases

Science Objectives:
- Can cumulus overshoot transport pollutants into the stratosphere?
- How does NOy from lightning contribute to the overall NOy budget which is also being

perturbed by aircraft?
- How do surface emitted pollutants contribute to the upper tropospheric variability?
- Is stratospheric air transported downward at the edge of the anvil?

Approach:
Fly in both upstream and downstream of the anvil sampling trace gases. Fly below anvil
of large cumulus complex to estimate radiative flux (diabatic heating).
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Payload Requirements:
Sample range-40,000-60,000 ft, +profiles to the boundary layer for initializing and
validating models.
Constituents-0 3, H2O, CO2, N2O, F I, CN, C2C14, CH4, NOy, NO, NO2, H202 CH300H
(the H 20 2/CH 3OOH ratio is a good indicator of cloud processed air), Aerosols
Meteorological-T, winds, DT/dz, IR Flux

Additional needs:
Radar coverage (preferably dual doppler)
wind profiles
Lightning detection network

3.3 CLOUD MICROPHYSICS/RADIATION MISSIONS

The types of aircraft missions that would address the microphysical and radiation questions
posed by SASS are relatively straight forward and are much more process-oriented than those
described for chemistry and STE missions. This is not to say that there is no climatological
component, but rather that the questions to be addressed are somewhat more focused and lend
themselves to better defined aircraft studies.

The recommended approach in planning these missions is to evaluate which perturbations caused
by current or projected aircraft emissions can be dismissed as negligible and then direct SASS
program efforts towards measuring those effects that cannot be dismissed.

While "radiative forcing" is a convenient primary measure of potential effects, other
consequences of perturbations should also be considered. These might include dynamic
consequences of redistributed radiation, possible changes in "seeder-feeder" systems or in other
ice-phase precipitation, and modifications of the water vapor cycle caused by perturbed
sedimentation rates of cirrus crystals.

The following missions were suggested for inclusion in the SASS field programs, with no
specific order of priority:

Mission la: Emission/Contrail Characterization, Single Aircraft

Science Objective:
Observe emissions from a single-aircraft by penetrating the plume. Options include
circular or racetrack patterns.

Mission lb: Emission/Contrail Characterization; Two Aircraft

Science Objective:
Determine the emitted concentrations and total number of CCN/IN/soluble particles,
concentration and size of soot particles.
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Measurement Needs:
- Measure the effects of a single contrail on radiation as a function of time from the source.
- Measure background concentrations of the same quantities , especially CCN/IN-soluble

particles.
- Measure representative ice concentrations and sizes in the contrail. Determine how this

result changes with temperature.
- Determine time dependence of contrail characteristics for model comparison/validation.

Flight Profiles:
If possible, conduct these measurements over a remote sensing site such as one of the
Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement/Clouds and Radiation
Testbed (ARM/CART) sites. Ground-based lidar will be valuable for characterizing
vertical extent of contrails.
Measurements in pre-frontal conditions present highest probability of contrail formation.
Flight levels from -35° to -55°.
Vertical profiles, stepped soundings, and horizontal transects through contrails

Mission 2: Determine Cirrus Nucleation Mechanisms

Science Objective:
Characterize background cloud-active aerosol population and see if there are major
differences with contaminated versus relatively clear areas.

Measurement Needs
- Measure concentrations of CCN at UT altitudes, including those spanning a broader

range of supersaturations than conventional because of the activation mechanisms unique
to cirrus.

- Identify relevant meteorological and air mass characteristics that possibly affect these
results and look for correlations between CCN concentrations and tracers.

- Measure concentrations of SO2 and sulfate aerosols in the UT/LS to serve as input to
gas-to-particle calculations and assess particle production.

- Measure IN and soluble particle concentrations and include measurements of small soot
particles as possible indicators of contamination by aircraft sources.

- If possible, measure in pristine areas, (i.e., areas expected to be free of aircraft
contamination).

Mission 3: Cirrus-Contrail Interactions

Science Objective:
Search for radiation effects associated with aircraft effluents from either contrail
formation in clear air or contrail formation in or preceding cirrus formation.
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Measurement Needs:
- Measure the optical properties of contrail particles and those of particles in adjoining or

nearby cirrus. If possible, locate cirrus embedded in cirrus for comparative studies of
microphysical properties.

- Measure the size distribution of ice crystals formed by contrails and compare with
adjoining cirrus clouds formed in similar temperature and water vapor conditions. Use
these measurements in comparing with satellite measurements and in validating inversion
algorithms for optical properties and size distributions.

- Measure the chemistry and nuclei of individual ice crystals in contrails and cirrus. If
possible measure in pristine areas, i.e., areas expected to be free of aircraft
contamination'.

Mission 4: Cirrus-Contrail Interactions

Science Objective:
Search for radiation effects associated with aircraft effluents from either contrail
formation in clear air or contrail formation in or preceding cirrus formation.

Measurement Needs:
- Measure the optical properties of contrail particles and those of particles in adjoining or

nearby cirrus. If possible, locate contrails embedded in cirrus for comparative studies of
microphysical properties.

- Measure the size distribution of ice crystals formed by contrails and compare with
adjoining cirrus clouds formed in similar temperature and water vapor conditions. Use
these measurements in comparing with satellite measurements and in validating inversion
algorithms for optical properties and size distributions.

- Measure the chemistry and nuclei of individual ice crystals in contrails and cirrus.

All of the missions discussed are within the realm of current aircraft capabilities. The critical
component in these studies is the instrumentation. The sensor technology for making the most
important measurements is either inadequate or non-existent at this time. Table 2 lists the
necessary sensors and their present status as understood at this time.

Clearly there are serious deficiencies in those areas critical to the mission objective, for example,
the measurement of small ice crystals, which are thought to contribute significantly to the albedo
of cirrus, and the scattering phase function, which is the most fundamental optical property of ice
crystals. The instruments labeled "additional development needed" have either inadequate
accuracies, resolutions, or time responses, and need additional development for deployment on
high-altitude aircraft.

1 Brian Toon has pointed out that studies with the DC-8 indicate that there may be no such thing as a "soot

corridor." The strong winds and shear found at normal flight altitudes may quickly disperse the exhaust trails and, in
fact, there may be difficulty in finding areas, especially at mid latitudes, that have not been contaminated by aircraft
emissions.
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TABLE II

Sensor Status

General meteorological parameters Pressure and temperature are generally good but
Pressure, Temperature, water vapor, winds water vapor measurements may not have necessary

accuracy to address some of the scientific issues

Aerosol particle concentration, size, Significant development needed. Present size
surface area, mass and composition measurements are marginal but new developments

(e.g., MASP, PALMS) offer new capability to
measure mass and composition

Bulk aerosol/soot composition Biggest limitation is inlet designs for getting aerosols
onto filters. Major uncertainties in aspiration
efficiencies

Temperature Vertical Profiles Microwave sounders do this job very well

Water Vapor Vertical Profiles Dial lidars are presently capable of providing water
vapor profiles with good resolution and moderate
range.

Aerosol Lidar Vertical Profiles (multi-X, Airborne lidars are available but data interpretation is
depolarization) still highly dependant on assumed aerosol

composition and shape.

Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) Presently there is no instrument for high altitude
aircraft.

Ice crystal concentration, size, mass and Present optical sensors (PMS) cannot measure ice
composition. particles less than about 50 lpm at typical aircraft

speeds. Impactors give marginal results at small
sizes. The counterflow virtual impactor (CVI) can
give ice mass but has not been sufficiently developed
for high altitude work. Composition is also possible
from the CVI or from ice impactors. Both require
substantial development to be useful._

Ice Nuclei There is presently no instrument capable of measuring
all the nucleation modes.

Single particle scattering phase function This measurement is presently unavailable but a new
instrument is under development_

CO, CO2, NOy, NOx, 03, HNO3, SO2, CH4, More development needed for HNO3. Other
N20 measurements also need further scrutiny.
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4. MISSION PLANNING

4.1 POTENTIAL FLIGHT PROFILES

One of the primary workshop objectives was to formulate measurement strategies that would
guide the field observing phase of SASS. This objective was not accomplished fully because of
the complexity of some of the scientific issues and the question of whether the scope of SASS
could be broadened enough to furnish the necessary aircraft measurements. The major debate
centered around process versus climatological studies; SASS managers must decide how to
balance these two types of studies. The questions associated with atmospheric chemistry and
STE seemed to require missions focused on climatology to establish baseline conditions before
proceeding to studies that would identify aircraft signatures. The microphysical/radiation
evaluations suggest some necessary climatology studies, but missions directed toward
atmospheric processes were recommended as well.

Efficient use of aircraft time and human resources dictate the need for missions that can
accomplish a number of objectives. As pointed out in the next section, however, limiting the
number of objectives per mission increases the chance of a successful project. A number of
possible measurement scenarios can be envisioned:

* Limited survey missions that establish background averages and fluctuations of the
critical trace gases and aerosol species. Flight profiles would include vertical soundings
and transects across the trpopause. These would provide transport information as well.

Missions focused on vertical transport from cut-off lows, UT folds and deep convection.
Vertical soundings and slow porpoise maneuvers across the tropopause. Horizontal
transects downwind of Cb anvils to measure chemical, aerosol and water vapor fluxes.

* Aircraft plume penetration for fundamental property measurements of trace gases,
aerosols, and contrail microphysics and optical characteristics. These can be done with
single aircraft for some missions and multiple aircraft for better depiction of time
dependent parameters.

* Multiple aircraft studies of cirrus and contrails to compare in situ with remote
measurements of cirrus and contrail optical and microphysical properties.

4.2 PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

A highly informative panel discussion by Jim Anderson, Shaw Liu, David Starr, Brian Toon,
Adrian Tuck, and Steve Wofsy focused on operational aspects of aircraft in research
measurement campaigns. The panel members were asked to focus on the advantages and
disadvantages of aircraft operations during the field campaigns they directed by addressing the
following questions:
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* What were the primary objectives of the field program and what role was planned for
aircraft in meeting these objectives?

* Why were the particular aircraft used in the various airborne expeditions chosen?

* What were the key measurements made by the aircraft and how successful was the
project in meeting the objectives? Discuss in terms of operational advantages and
limitations.

* If you could repeat the experiment, what would you do differently with respect to the
aircraft used as well as when, where, and how the aircraft were utilized? Take into
account factors such as base of operation and time of year.

* If unmanned aerial vehicles had been available at the time of your project, could they
have added a capability that would have enhanced the success of the project?

The field programs that were discussed covered a rather broad range of research topics. Four of
the campaigns, the Airborne Antarctic Ozone Expedition (AAOE), the Airborne Arctic
Stratospheric Expedition I and II (AASE I/II), and the Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols
and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE), involved stratospheric measurements with the NASA ER-2
for studies of polar and mid-latitude ozone loss. Two missions used the NASA DC-8, one for
stratospheric ozone studies in the Arctic (AASE III) and the other for investigations of
atmospheric chemistry of ozone and its precursors over the western Pacific Exploratory Mission
Global Tropospheric Experiment (GTE/PEM-West). Another mission, First ISCCP
(International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Regional Experiment (FIRE-Cirrus), utilized
the NCAR King Air and Sabreliner and the NASA ER-2 for studies of the microphysics and
radiative properties of cirrus.

A number of important lessons that can provide important guidance in the planning of future
field programs were highlighted in these discussions. The following points at first may appear
obvious, but those who participate in field programs are well aware of how often some of these
lessons are overlooked. From an operational standpoint:

* Plan far in advance of the field program.

* The air traffic control issue is crucial. Get the FAA involved at the very beginning of the
planning stage for guidance in planning optimum locations and strategies for working
around the problems of avoiding other aircraft while still meeting mission objectives.

* Flight operations should not be conducted by a committee. Only one person should be in
charge at a time.
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* A good interface between the science team and aircraft operations personnel is extremely
important. Ground-to-air communications will be most efficient if the person handling
the ground-based communications is highly familiar with aircraft operations. Ideally, this
person should have research aircraft piloting experience.

* Be well aware of the operational limitations of the aircraft used in the measurement
program. Questions to ask:

- What are the distance, altitude, duration, and payload weight constraints of the
aircraft?

- How maneuverable is the aircraft? How quickly does it climb, descend, or turn?
Over what range of altitudes can it effectively operate ?

- What level of turbulence can it experience with no difficulties?
- Can it operate at night or over water?
- What is the frequency of mechanical failures and what is the average time for

repair? How long will it take to obtain replacement parts if operating in remote
locations? Are there any special requirements, such as specialfuel, liquid oxygen,
pressure suit support, etc. ?

From the scientific viewpoint, the following considerations were emphasized:

* Work the scientific questions in sufficient detail so that research missions are well
focused. Avoid fishing expeditions.

* Keep the mission profiles simple. Minimize the number of objectives being addressed in
a single flight. As Adrian Tuck commented, "Simple flight plans lead to simple
interpretation."

* You can never have too many instruments. New measurements lead to new surprises.
Sensor redundancy improves data quality and interpretability, especially if different
techniques can be used to measure similar parameters. Measurement intercomparisons
should be an integral part of a field project.

* Theory groups in the field are very useful for stimulating data analysis and help in flight
planning. Trajectory models are crucial for interpreting chemical tracer measurements.

* Insist that investigators produce data and publications in a timely fashion.

* Fully assess the basic meteorological sensor package on the aircraft. Can temperature,
pressure, humidity, and winds be measured to the accuracy and resolution needed for
assessing chemical fluxes and turbulent eddies?
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4.3 UTILIZATION OF UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAVs)

Utilizing UAVs in a SASS field program was not a specific topic for the workshop; however,
their importance in future research missions was discussed within the context of the panel session
and then again in the summary session on measurement strategies. One of the questions posed to
the panel members was, "If UAVs had been available at the time of your project, could they have
added a capability that would have enhanced the success of the project?" Jim Anderson
suggested that UAVs could have enhanced AASE II if the technology had been available for
carrying a sufficient payload to measure the critical stratospheric chemical components (i.e.,
ozone, H 2 0, NO NONX, N20, and HO ) to higher altitudes than the ER-2 and from equator to
pole. One of the primary limitations during both AASE I and II was the ability to measure along
Lagrangian trajectories of air masses that had undergone Polar Stratospheric Cloud processing.
A UAV with the capability to remain aloft for extended durations and to follow isentropic
trajectories would have been ideal for tracing the time history of air masses within the polar
vortex.

The project scientists for PEM-West and FIRE and were not certain if UAVs could have
provided additional capabilities toward the success of their campaigns. In the case of PEM-

'West, the DC-8 carried a huge complex of instruments focused on tropospheric measurements.
UAVs might have provided complementary measurements but the load capacity of those UAVs
presently under development would have limited the number of useful species that could have
been measured. In FIRE, the measurements took place in a heavily traveled corridor of
commercial aircraft. UAVs carrying a complement of multiwavelength spectrometers could
have provided a very nice set of radiation measurements, but air traffic control might have
seriously limited their maneuverability.

Within the context of SASS, UAVs possibly could have a role in providing the necessary
background measurements that establish average values of ozone and its precursors, as well as
aerosol backgrounds. Another place where UAVs could be invaluable would be in following an
evolving frontal situation from high altitude over a 24-hour period to determine if contrails
evolve to cirrus sheets, or if the cirrus sheets form even if the contrails are not present.

5. SUMMARY

The workshop accomplished the following:

* The scientific issues of SASS were brought into much clearer focus. The problems of
addressing the specific questions posed by SASS were identified, as were potential areas
of research where measurements could provide important information for evaluating the
impact of subsonic aircraft.
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* An excellent discussion of previously conducted, aircraft-oriented field projects provided
a list of recommendations for mission planners for the field measurement phase of SASS.

* Recommendations were made for measurement strategies that would help answer the
questions that drive the SASS program.

The main theme echoed in all the scientific discussion sessions was that, regardless of whether
ozone or cirrus microphysics/radiation is affected, the impact of subsonic aircraft on the
atmosphere cannot be assessed until we know more about the natural fluctuations of aerosols and
trace gases in the UT/LS. At this time, the current database of measurements is too limited to
accurately assess these fluctuations. Clearly the resources of SASS are not sufficient to engage
in a major campaign for climatological measurements. However, some compromise likely will
have to be reached to provide sufficient information that will guide more process-directed
missions. These campaigns probably would include flights where the measurements will focus
on specific phenomenon such as contrail composition and evolution, cirrus interaction with
contrails, or vertical transport from Cbs or across the tropopause at folds or cut-off lows.

*There appear to be very specific research missions that would provide tangible results with
respect to subsonic aircraft emissions and subsequent formation of contrails. Some of these
missions would serve the dual purpose of characterizing aircraft effluents while generating a set
of measurements necessary for model initialization and satellite measurement validation. One of
the primary limiting factors at this time is the lack or inadequacy of sensors that can measure
critical parameters such as ice water content, ice nuclei, soot, or scattering phase function.
Furthermore, the choice of flight programs will depend heavily upon a careful evaluation of
which of the possible effects, i.e., chemical or microphysical modification, is most likely to have
the largest impact on global climate. This is a non-trivial exercise and should constitute a
significant component of the early SASS effort.

The workshop was focused on aircraft-based measurements; however, ground-based remote
sensors and satellite measurements must be a part of overall SASS strategies.

In some of the scenarios discussed two or more aircraft were recommended in order to provide
the necessary breadth of measurements. The scope of the SASS mission is so broad and complex
that a number of important issues must be considered prior to planning flight programs:

* Subsonic aircraft may impact global climate either through changes in column ozone or
by changing the radiative balance by modifying cloud coverage. Which of these two
effects is the more likely and which can be more easily assessed? Setting priorities based
upon this guidance will help determine the level of effort that should be dedicated to
developing new instrumentn ation or define what degree of balance should be sought
between climatological versus process-oriented studies.
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* The present database of measurements in the UT/LS must be evaluated to determine gaps
in our knowledge of background averages and fluctuations of key species that would be
perturbed by subsonic aircraft. This evaluation will also guide the choice of flight
profiles.

* The choice of aircraft will depend heavily upon specific capabilities such as load
capacity, maximum altitude, maneuverability, and flight duration. In some cases more
than a single aircraft will be needed.
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